Invitation to Tender: Evaluation and Learning Partner
Connecting Hearts, Connecting Minds, Connecting Community

Introduction
We are inviting tenders for the evaluation of a pilot project funded by the National Lottery
Community Fund, under the 'Bringing People Together' funding strand.
The successful consultant/s or organisation will work with us to design a monitoring and evaluation
framework and will have overall responsibility for collecting and analysing data about the project’s
impact, as well as helping us to reflect as an organisation on project learning.

About us
Plan for Peace is a charity founded in 2019 by three times nobel prize nominee, Dr Scilla Elworthy.
Our aim is to generate a groundswell of people from all sectors who believe that a world without
destructive conflict is possible and necessary and who consequently are actively engaged, through
inner growth and outer action, in hastening this change.

About the project to be evaluated
The Connecting Hearts, Connecting Minds, Connecting Community project is designed to support
existing, and foster new sustainable locally-led, nationally bridging, community infrastructures for
cohesion. It equips people to take a stand on issues that lie closest to their hearts in which they
have a vested interest.
Through ‘Connecting Hearts, Connecting Minds, Connecting Community’ we will be adapting a
course called ‘The Mighty Heart’ and offering it to emerging and established community leaders in
six cities in the UK - Belfast, Glasgow, Bradford, Luton, Newham in London and Cardiff.
The Mighty Heart is a ten-module online course, designed by Dr Scilla Elworthy, that helps people
identify their strengths, teaches them conflict transformation skills, and increases their capacity to
be effective change-makers in the places they live and work. We have previously offered this
course to social change agents in other parts of the world, and through our sister organisation,
‘Business Plan for Peace’ (a not for profit company) have delivered it to global corporations, such as
H&M, who have rolled it out to senior management teams across central Europe.

By intentionally inviting people from different backgrounds and sectors into the safe space of the
Mighty Heart, we aim to foster meaningful and sustainable connections.
Alongside completing the Mighty Heart course, all participants will have the opportunity to come
together for face-to-face sessions in their city, exchange ideas, share learning and make connection
with participants in the other cities, and apply for a small seed grant after the course is over to get a
new project or initiative off the ground. We will also be providing Mighty Heart facilitator training so
that the course can be rolled out more widely.
We are currently undertaking a consultation and adaptation phase, after which we have the
ambitious target of engaging 96 existing and emerging community leaders in the six cities over 12
months.
More details about the Mighty Heart Course are provided in Annex 1 below.

Project Vision, Aims and Learning Questions
Project Vision
This project seeks to bring people together through the creation of a locally-led, community
infrastructure for cohesion within and across UK communities to address the fracture and division of
current times. A capacity-building approach will foster collective action and active participation from
diverse community groups. This will be achieved through the delivery of the Mighty Heart Course
which supports conflict transformation and a shift towards more understanding of self and other for
more effective community connections. It will be offered as a free resource to emerging and
established leaders who are innovating in the service of their communities.
Our Theory of Action
If people are equipped with the skills and tools to develop their own leadership and agency, and if a
safe space is supported to build trust, connect and resource people from diverse backgrounds to
take collaborative action on the issues that matter to them, then a people-led architecture for
community cohesion will be fostered across the UK, strengthening collective efficacy and positively
influencing future responses to societal challenges because evidence and learning in the UK
indicates these are the ingredients that work.

Project Aims
Immediate aims:
96 community leaders gain the knowledge and skills to apply the Mighty Heart tools
24 community leaders are trained as facilitators, so that they can deliver the Mighty Heart
course themselves
A media campaign is delivered that shares success stories from the project
Broader aims:
Community leaders have increased resilience and increased capacity to take action on the
issues they care about
Community leaders have a shared sense of community and a safe supported space through the
Mighty Heart
The Mighty Heart journey inspires people to catalyse change and collective action
Overarching aim:
The project contributes to strengthening and deepening the social fabric of communities across
the UK
Learning questions
Alongside achieving these aims, we are seeking to learn through this project as an organisation.
Examples of key learning questions we are looking to explore with the learning partner are:
1. How best to catalyse, support and sustain community leadership in the UK?
2. How do inner skills support leaders to be more effective in their work?
3. How best to support the UK social cohesion sector and community change agents in the UK
and more broadly in our work going forward?
The evaluation and learning consultant/s or organisation will help us to answer these questions
through the evidence they collect and through feeding back their observations and insights during
the project.

Evaluation Methodology and Outputs
The evaluation should capture people’s individual experience of participating in the project, and
assess how well any changes in their perspectives and capacities has led to - or has the potential to
lead to - positive change in communities. We have an interest in participatory methods, through
which project participants set their own goals and indicators, and would welcome such approaches.
The consultant/s or organisation will be required to produce the following outputs:
1. A monitoring and evaluation framework, co-designed with our programme team, that sets out in
detail how the project will be monitored and evaluated, and includes an explanation of the data
collection tools that will be used to gather evidence, with space to capture unanticipated
outcomes
2. A final report* that clearly evidences how well we have achieved the aims of the project, and
captures learning to support Plan for Peace’s work going forward and the work of the wider
sector
3. Feedback to our team that helps us answer our learning questions, based on evidence collected
and observations and insights from the evaluator/s
*Should the consultant/s or organisation wish to produce a video or other creative output instead of, or
alongside, a written report we are open to this. See budget below.

Timescale
The closing date for tenders is midnight, Wednesday, 28 September 2022. The evaluation
consultant/s or organisation should be in post no later than 1 November and the evaluation
framework completed no later than 1 December 2022.
Key dates to help guide planning and methodology*:
Adaptation phase August to November 2022 (no monitoring and evaluation needed during this
phase)
Project participants take part in the 10-week online Mighty Heart course January to March 2023
(Cohort one) and May to July 2023 (Cohort two)
Mighty Heart facilitation training delivered online between April and May 2023
Monthly face-to-face sessions take place in each city to support and strengthen online learning
December 2022 to at least August 2023
Seed grant recipients kick off their projects from August 2023

A media campaign to share positive new stories from the project runs August to December
2023
Project ends December 2023
*These dates could shift very slightly as a result of feedback collected during the adaptation phase - final
dates will be confirmed no later than 1 December.

Budget
A maximum of £15,000 (including expenses* and VAT) is available for undertaking this work.
An additional budget of up to £3,000 may be available for evaluation and learning outputs, such as
a final written report and/or creative outputs like videos or visuals. We can connect the successful
consultant/s or organisation to a creative agency, if required.
*We do not expect the consultant/s or organisation will need to travel to each of the six project locations
during the evaluation, although they may choose to visit one or more of them as part of the data collection.

Tender Process and Requirements
As a first step, we are inviting interested parties to submit a short tender. The shortlisted
consultant/s or organisations will then be invited to discuss their proposals in more detail.
Tenders should be submitted to Madeleine Mosse, Programme Development Manager
madeleine@planforpeace.org and should include:
Proposed methodologies to be employed to identify project impact
A proposed timeline and key milestones for the evaluation and learning (a brief outline is fine)
A budget for the work to include any overheads/management costs and including figures for
expenses and VAT where appropriate
Short bios of the key people involved in undertaking the work
Details of similar/relevant projects evaluated by the consultant/s or organisation
We may request the details of two independent referees at the shortlisting stage
Tenders should be no longer than four to six sides of A4.

Experience and Qualifications of Consultant/s or Organisation
We are looking for a consultant/s or organisation with the following:
Sound and proven experience and expertise in social research and evaluation methodologies
An understanding of the issues affecting social cohesion in the UK and/or knowledge of conflict
transformation and peacebuilding (desirable)
Ability to engage sensitively and effectively with people from diverse backgrounds with a range
of unique experiences and perspectives
Proven experience of presenting findings in accessible formats
A flexible and creative approach
If you require any further information or clarification about this call for tenders, please contact
Programme Development Manager, Madeleine Mosse madeleine@planforpeace.org

Annex 1: More about The Mighty Heart Course
The Mighty Heart is delivered through ten weekly online workshops, delivered by different changemakers and experts. The course provides the skills and tools to meet and transform whatever
conflict or crisis you’re facing.
The modules cover things like: deep listening to transform the conflicts people are facing;
compassionate communication skills to prevent arguments escalating; the skill to use anger as a
fuel for transformation; and the skill to take a stand on an issue you care about and be fully heard.
Each module is backed by exercises and small group discussions, and participants are provided
with a workbook that fully illustrates all the material with stories and space for personal reflection.
For more information, visit: https://mightyheart.co.uk

